
!!!   IMPORTANT !!!   IMPORTANT   !!!    IMPORTANT   !!! 

 

Due to the situation generated by the COVID 19 virus and the limitation of the number of 

people who can stay on the showground, we inform you: 

 

1. By simply entering in our dog shows, you are obliged to follow the instructions on social 

distance and compliance with the measures to prevent the spread of Covid 19 in accordance 

with HG 394/2020, HG 434/2020 and Order 2897/2020, as well as all normative acts that 

are or will be adopted to prevent the spread of Covid 19. ( keep a distance of 2.0 m between 

people, wear a protective mask, hygiene measures, hand disinfection); 

2. Access on the showground will be possible based on the schedule published  one hour 

before the judgement. After the breed judging, please do not stay on the showground, 

except the competitors for B.l.S.; 

3. The show catalog will be available only online on our website www.achr-tm.ro, few 

hours before judging time; 

4. CAC & CACIB judging, will take place as follows: groups 1, 2 and 3 from 09.00 a.m and 

groups 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and FCI non-approved breeds from 13.00.; 

5. It is forbidden to congratulate and greet with a hand shake; 

6. In all 4 shows,  BOG will be judged in the ring in which the group was judged; 

7. Judging numbers will be picked up from the secretariat, one hour before the start of the 

breed judging; 

8. Performance notebook will not be completed on the showground; based on each dog 

judging report, this action will be fulfilled by the territorial kennel club you belong to; 

9. If you have symptoms of respiratory illness (fever, cough, difficulty breathing, lack of 

sense of smell and taste), if you have been told to self isolate or you know you are infected 

with COVID 19, DO NOT ATTEND TO OUR EVENT!!!; 

10. Maintain distance ( at least 2 m from each other), do not stay in groups, do not make close 

contact with other people on arrival, during or after event; 

11. WEAR PROTECTIVE MASK, gloves, desinfect your hands often, take general hygiene 

measures (rules also valid for all closed spaces – supermarket, shopping malls, public 

transport, pharmacies, etc). 

 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR SUPPORT & UNDERSTANDING! 

 


